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Abstract

Hydrological model evaluation and identification essentially depends on the extraction
of information from model time series and its processing. However, the type of informa-
tion extracted by statistical measures has only very limited meaning because it does not
relate to the hydrological context of the data. To overcome this inadequacy we exploit5

the diagnostic evaluation concept of Signature Indices, in which model performance
is measured using theoretically relevant characteristics of system behaviour. In our
study, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is used to process the Signatures extracted from
Monte-Carlo simulations generated by a distributed conceptual watershed model. The
SOM creates a hydrologically interpretable mapping of overall model behaviour, which10

immediately reveals deficits and trade-offs in the ability of the model to represent the
different functional behaviours of the watershed. Further, it facilitates interpretation of
the hydrological functions of the model parameters and provides preliminary informa-
tion regarding their sensitivities. Most notably, we use this mapping to identify the set
of model realizations (among the Monte-Carlo data) that most closely approximate the15

observed discharge time series in terms of the hydrologically relevant characteristics,
and to confine the parameter space accordingly. Our results suggest that Signature
Index based SOMs could potentially serve as tools for decision makers inasmuch as
model realizations with specific Signature properties can be selected according to the
purpose of the model application. Moreover, given that the approach helps to repre-20

sent and analyze multi-dimensional distributions, it could be used to form the basis
of an optimization framework that uses SOMs to characterize the model performance
response surface. As such it provides a powerful and useful way to conduct model
identification and model uncertainty analyses.
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1 Introduction

Diagnostic model evaluation and identification aim at elucidating the extent to which
the model is able to represent the observed system behaviour and identifying the rea-
sons why its response is inconsistent with the observations (Gupta et al., 2008). This
task – a fundamental step in the iterative model building and identification process –5

requires adequate tools that guide the modeller towards isolating the causes of “unsat-
isfactory” model behaviour such that changes to the parameters or the model structure
can be made accordingly (Wagener et al., 2003b; Gupta et al., 2008). Model evaluation
is commonly based on the comparison of model generated input-state-output simula-
tions with observed historical data. In its simplest, but most powerful, form this is done10

visually in the course of manual calibration, because a trained expert is able to simulta-
neously discern various characteristics of the data and relate them to the hydrological
context.

Already considerable progress has been made in formalizing the diagnostic pro-
cess of model identification. Recognizing that manual calibration usually involves the15

evaluation of a number of different aspects of the time series, it follows that model
calibration is inherently a multi-objective problem that requires the evaluation of more
than one performance measure to ensure sufficient discriminatory power, even if the
model produces only a single output time series (Gupta et al., 1998). And of course,
complementary sources of information such as ground water measurements or soil20

moisture observations, among others, can be used in this process (Ambroise et al.,
1995; Franks et al., 1998; Lamb et al., 1998; Seibert et al., 2000; Gallart et al., 2007).
By measuring the model performance during different stages of the model response
Boyle et al. (2000) and Wagener et al. (2003a) were able to relate model performance
to individual model components. In this way, it became possible to extract informa-25

tion regarding the functioning and capabilities of the model from its output time series,
which consequently allowed testing of the underlying model hypothesis. Hence, the in-
ability of a model to reproduce the whole time series with a single parameter set might
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be indicative of structural model errors (Gupta et al., 1998; Wagener et al., 2003b; Lin
and Beck, 2007).

Even so, evaluation methods that rely on a quantification of the “difference” between
the simulation and the measurements commonly resort to regression based statisti-
cal measures of fit as the primary method of information extraction (Legates an Mc-5

Cabe Jr., 1999; Willmott et al., 1981; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). The pitfalls of using
such measures are well known (e.g. see Hall, 2001; Lane, 2007; Schaefli and Gupta,
2007). However, when dealing with model evaluation in a diagnostic sense, the nature
of the “information” we extract from the input-output data by means of these measures
deserves critical attention. Gupta et al. (2008) point out that different types of infor-10

mation can be extracted depending on the context in which the data is placed. By
putting data in the context of common statistical measures of fit, we allow primarily for
a correlative evaluation of the data; e.g., the correlation coefficient informs about the
percentage of the observed variance that can be explained by the model simulation,
but conveys little or no information that relates directly to the hydrological context of15

model/data (such as water balance, or velocity of the rainfall-runoff response).
Because variance-based statistical measures fail to extract and relate the informa-

tion contained in the model time series data to characteristics that are interpretable
and meaningful in the context of the hydrological theory, they offer only minimal diag-
nostic support when used at the front end of various model evaluation frameworks. In20

response to this, Gupta et al. (2008) and Yilmaz et al. (2008) recently proposed the con-
cept of a diagnostic evaluation approach rooted in information theory, in which a set of
measures is used to characterize various theoretically relevant system functions and
process behaviours. The term “Signature Indices” is introduced to distinguish these
measures from conventional variance based performance measures that lack relation-25

ships to the underlying hydrological theory. Yilmaz et al. (2008) propose a set of such
Signature Indices to help guide the diagnostic process of model evaluation in a mean-
ingful and interpretable way, inasmuch as these measures correspond to four major
hydrological functions of the watershed: overall water balance, vertical redistribution,
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temporal redistribution and spatial redistribution.
In complementary work, Herbst and Casper (2008) propose a model evaluation ap-

proach that circumvents the low discriminatory power of statistical performance mea-
sures (Gupta et al., 2003), while maximally exploiting the potential information in the
data, by use of the power of Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) (Kohonen, 2001). A5

Self-Organizing Map consists of an unsupervised learning neural network algorithm
that performs a non-linear mapping of the dominant structures present in a high-
dimensional data field onto a lower-dimensional grid. The SOM has found diverse
applications in fields such as pattern recognition, image analysis (Kohonen, 2001), ex-
ploratory data analysis (Kaski, 1997; Vesanto, 2000a) in geo-spatial (Lourenço, 2005)10

as well as hydrochemical data (Boogaard, 1998; Lischeid, 2006; Peeters et al., 2007),
process monitoring (Alhoniemi et al., 1999; Simula et al., 1999), local time series mod-
elling (Vesanto, 1997) and time series forecasting (Simon et al., 2005). Applications re-
lated to hydrological modelling remain far less numerous, albeit rather diverse: Kalteh
and Berndtsson (2007) use SOMs for the interpolation of monthly precipitation; Lin15

and Chen (2006) apply SOMs for regional precipitation frequency analysis; Schütze et
al. (2005) use an extension of the SOM to approximate the Richards equation and its
inverse; Huang et al. (2003), and similarly Rajanayaka et al. (2003), apply SOMs to
cluster and categorize soil data sets in a framework for estimating model parameters
in data-sparse areas; Chang (2001) explores the use of SOMs to infer physical and20

hydraulic soil properties based on remotely sensed brightness temperature data; Mele
and Crowley (2008) apply a SOM to examine the interrelationship between different
bio-indicators and hydrological soil properties.

In the context of watershed modelling, Hsu et al. (2002) successfully performed daily
streamflow predictions using an SOM to identify different rainfall-runoff stages to which25

local regression functions are assigned – a similar approach is used by Abramowitz
et al. (2006) to characterize the systematic component of land surface model output
error in a flux correction technique for land surface models (Abramowitz et al., 2007).
Abramowitz and Gupta (2008) also use an SOM to evaluate multi-model independence.
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In a rather general sense, the SOM is one of several methods that can be used for
time series clustering (Warren Liao, 2005). Recently, Herbst and Casper (2008) used
an SOM-based approach in this sense, to obtain a topologically ordered classification
and clustering of the temporal patterns present in model outputs obtained from Monte-
Carlo simulations. This allowed the authors to differentiate the spectrum of simulated5

time series with a high degree of discriminatory power. The work shows that the SOM
can provide insights into parameter sensitivities, while helping to constrain the model
parameter space to the region that best represents the measured time series. However,
the Herbst and Casper (2008) approach shares a shortcoming of methods based on
statistical goodness-of-fit measures – because the clustering into SOM nodes is not10

based on patterns/properties that have direct hydrological relevance, the map is not
easy to interpret. Further, because the SOM training involves use of entire (potentially
very long and/or high-dimensional) time series the computational costs are rather high.

The main goal of this paper is to explore how the Herbst and Casper (2008) SOM-
based approach can be improved by linking it to the Signature Index concept (Gupta15

et al., 2008), which defines the similarity between data items in a more meaningful
(hydrologically relevant) way. So, instead of working directly with the data time series,
the SOM training is conducted on the set of Signature Indices introduced by Yilmaz et
al. (2008), computed from each of the Monte-Carlo simulation time-series generated
by the distributed conceptual hydrological model. We show that the resulting map is20

more accessible and informative, while simultaneously simplifying the data processing
step and thereby reducing the computational burden. In particular, Signature Index-
based SOM facilitates visualization of the different trade-offs that result from variations
in model behaviour across the parameter space under investigation, and helps in inter-
preting the effects of the model parameters on the output. Further, we demonstrate that25

the use of Signature Indices increases the discriminatory power of the SOM in ways
that help to effectively constrain the parameter space to a region that best represents
the observed discharge time series. This latter property leads us to speculate that the
SOM has the potential to be used as an alternative framework for model analysis and
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optimization, a topic for future investigation.
The manuscript is organized as follows; following a brief overview of the model and

the data used (Sect. 2.1), we discuss how the hydrologically relevant Signature Indices
are computed from model output time series (Sect. 2.2). Section 2.3 presents a brief
discussion of the concept and properties of the Self-Organizing Map, followed by a5

discussion of the training process (Sect. 2.4). The results are presented in Sect. 3
followed by a discussion (Sect. 4) of possible reasons for the differences between the
findings presented in this contribution and the results previously published by Herbst
and Casper (2008). We conclude with suggestions for other possible applications, and
try to illuminate the method in the context of existing model evaluation and optimization10

methods.

2 Methods

2.1 Model and data

This work employs the same model and data used by Herbst and Casper (2008).
Monte-Carlo simulations of hourly stream flow, over a period of approximately two15

years, were generated using the distributed conceptual watershed model NASIM; see
Hydrotec (2005) for details. The model simulates the soil water balance for spatially
homogeneous units with respect to soil and land use. Each spatial unit is vertically sub-
divided into several soil layers. The model has been distributed commercially since the
mid-eighties, and has found widespread application in water resources management20

throughout Germany.
In this work, we adopt the decision-maker’s point of view, treat the model as a black-

box, and try to understand its functioning via the methods presented in this paper.
The test watershed is the low-mountain range 129 km2 catchment “Schwarze Pockau”
Saxony (Germany), a tributary of the Freiberger Mulde (Elbe sub-basin) situated near25

the border to the Czech Republic.
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The data consist of hourly precipitation and streamflow measurements at gaging sta-
tion “Zöblitz”. We focus on the period from 1 November 1994 to 28 October 1996 and
use the preceding one-year as a warm-up period, for a total of 17 472 simulation time
steps. A total of 4000 simulation runs were generated by randomly varying seven of the
model parameters (Table 1), all related to the soil water balance and vertical redistribu-5

tion of flow components, over their feasible ranges. The ranges for the free parameters
and the values for the fixed parameters were set based on prior knowledge acquired
via manual expert calibration to the test watershed. We assume that these values
represent the plausible parameter space for this watershed with very high probability.

2.2 Signature indices10

The Signature Indices used in this work were designed with a view to providing gen-
erally applicable and meaningful measures of model performance that can provide
information helpful in detecting and isolating causes of model inadequacies, thereby
providing guidance towards model improvements (Yilmaz et al., 2008). Unlike stan-
dard statistical measures of fit these Signature Indices are rooted in the context of the15

hydrological theory underlying our conceptual representation of the watershed. The
reason for multiple indices is that each is designed to target different (complementary)
aspects of model/system behavior (see Gupta et al., 2008). Following the concepts and
mathematical formulation presented by Yilmaz et al. (2008), we focus on five Signature
Indices that provide information about the following intrinsic watershed characteristics:20

- overall water balance;

- vertical soil moisture redistribution;

- behaviour of long-term baseflow.

Because none of the model parameters investigated in this paper control the stream-
flow routing and timing, we do not consider here the fourth intrinsic water shed charac-25

teristic – temporal redistribution of flow – but details can be found in Yilmaz et al. (2008).
3524
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The first Signature Index focuses on the long-term input-output behaviour of the
system (volume balance), and therefore measures the percent bias in overall runoff
(% BiasRR). This index is strongly controlled by the evapotranspiration process and any
factors that influence the amount of water available for evapotranspiration. The index
should therefore be sensitive to the model components and parameters that control5

these processes. It is computed as:

% BiasRR=

∑
t

(Qsimt−Qobst)∑
t

Qobst
·100. (1)

The next four Signature Indices are derived from the flow exceedance probability curve
– also known as flow duration curve (FDC), to represent watershed characteristics that
act on short to intermediate time scales. Because the FDC characterizes a watershed’s10

tendency to produce flows of different magnitudes, it is informative regarding the verti-
cal redistribution of water within the soil column. Different sections of the flow duration
curve can therefore be associated with the occurrence of fast, intermediate and slow
runoff responses. Because construction of the FDC involves loss of timing information,
these indices should be generally insensitive to output timing errors. For catchments15

with quick (slow) runoff response we expect the FDC mid-segment slope to be steeper
(flatter).

The percent error in the FDC mid-segment slope is given by % BiasFDCm:

% BiasFDCm=

(
log(Qsimi )− log(Qsimj )

)
−
(
log(Qobsi )− log(Qobsj )

)(
log(Qobsi )− log(Qobsj )

) ·100 (2)

where i and j denote the thresholds that define the mid-segment of the flow ex-20

ceedance probability curve. The volume of water corresponding to the high flow seg-
ment is also useful in a diagnostic context; this property is measured as the percent
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error in FDC high-segment volume % BiasFHV:

% BiasFHV=

∑
h

(Qsimh−Qobsh)∑
h

(Qobsh)
·100 (3)

where h denotes the index of all discharge values with exceedance probabilities higher
than 0.02. Similarly, the volume of water corresponding to long-term base flow is mea-
sured as the percent error in the FDC low-segment volume % BiasFLV:5

% BiasFLV=

L∑
l=1

(log(Qsiml )− log(QsimL))−
L∑

l=1
(log(Qobsl )− log(QobsL))

L∑
l=1

(log(Qobsl )− log(Qobsl ))

·100 (4)

where l denotes the index of the discharge values within the boundaries of the low flow
segment with the index of its lowest value being L. Note that this index is computed
using a log transform of the flows to increase the sensitivity to very low flows. In
principle, this index should be sensitive to components/parameters that influence base10

flow recession rates, as well as those that control the demand for evapotranspiration
loss from the stream and/or the lower zone storage. The fourth FDC-based Signature
Measure is the percent bias in median of the log transformed discharges % BiasFMM:

% BiasFMM=
log(Qsimmedian)− log(Qobsmedian)

log(Qobsmedian)
·100 (5)

which characterizes differences in the mid-range flow levels between simulated and15

observed discharge. We observed, during this study, that % BiasFMM is sensitive
to errors in the recession limb of the flow hydrograph, specifically in the region of its
inflection point.

Note that these indices achieve diagnostic value because a) the functions they mea-
sure must be represented in the model to enable proper reproduction of the system20
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behaviour and b) they relate to aspects of the model structure/behavior that act on dif-
ferent time scales. However, we make no claim that this set of indices is comprehensive
in representing the various characteristics that describe the behaviour of a watershed;
in this regard, much research on Signature Index design and selection still needs to be
done.5

Based on the examination of the FDC for the observed discharge, the flow ex-
ceedance probability thresholds used in the definition of % BiasFHV, % BiasFDCm
and % BiasFLV were subjectively set to h=20% and l=55%, respectively.

2.3 The Self-Organizing Map

The Self-Organizing Map is an artificial neural network technique designed to help in10

extracting structure from high-dimensional data sets (e.g. see Kohonen, 2001; Haykin,
1999; Kaski, 1997). Kohonen (2001) provides an exhaustive discussion of the algo-
rithm and its properties. A SOM consists of a regular grid G of k neurons; in our case
the neurons were arranged on a two-dimensional hexagonal grid, although other vari-
ants are common (Kohonen, 2001). Each neuron i is represented through a reference15

vector

mi= [µi1, µi2, . . . , µin]T ∈<n (6)

whose dimension n equals the number of elements in an input data vector x∈X . Typ-
ically, the reference vectors mi are initialized to small random values. However, to
assure faster and more reliable convergence of the map, we initialize the mi along the20

two greatest principal component eigenvectors of the data (Kohonen, 2001). The SOM
is trained iteratively: In the first step an input data item x∈X is randomly selected and
the Euclidean distance

di=

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(xj−mi j )2 i=1. . .k; j=1. . .n (7)
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between x and each reference vector mi is computed (of course, any appropriate
metric can be used as a measure of similarity). The “winning neuron” (also called the
best-matching unit, BMU) is the map element c whose reference vector mc has the
smallest distance dc to x with

dc=min
i

{‖x−mi‖} . (8)5

In the next step the reference vector mc and all of its neighbouring neurons are updated
according to

mi (t+1)=mi (t)+α(t)hci (t) [x(t)−mi (t)] (9)

where mi (t) is the current weight vector at iteration step t. Thus, the rate of change
for each node of the map is scaled by three factors: a) the difference (x(t)−mi (t))10

between the input data set x and the prototype vector mi b) the size of a neighbourhood
function hci which decreases monotonically to zero with t and with distance from the
winning neuron and c) a learning rate factor α(t) which gradually lowers the height of
the neighbourhood function as the iteration advances. For hci it is common to use the
Gaussian function15

hci (t)=exp

(
−
‖rc−r i‖

2

2σ2(t)

)
(10)

where σ(t) defines the width of the topological neighbourhood, and both σ(t) and α(t)
decrease monotonically with t. Note that an exact choice of the function α(t) is not
required (Kohonen, 2001). In this way, the SOM combines elements of competitive
and adaptive learning. Repeated cycling through the training steps causes different20

nodes and regions of the map to be “tuned” to specific domains of the input space.
Importantly, the enforced local interaction between the SOM nodes results in the map
gradually developing an ordered and smooth representation of the input data space
(Kaski, 1997).
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As an alternative to the sequential approach expressed by Eq. (11), this work used
Kohonen’s “batch-training” algorithm (Vesanto, 2000b) to speed up the training pro-
cess. Here, in each training step the data set is partitioned according to the Voronoi
regions of the mi . Instead of sequentially running through all data items in each train-
ing cycle the whole data set X is presented to the map as a whole at each training5

cycle. The reference vectors are updated according to the weighted average of the
data samples

mi (t+1)=

N∑
l=1

hci (t)xl

N∑
l=1

hci (t)

(11)

where c is the index number of the BMU of data set xl , and N is the number of data
samples. This variant of the training does not make use of the learning rate factor α(t).10

The adaptive and competitive learning process of the SOM along with its ability to
provide a visualization of the data mapped onto a two-dimensional grid confers prop-
erties to the SOM which make it especially interesting for exploratory data analysis
(Kaski, 1997). It results in an ordered representation of complex (i.e. multi-dimensional)
data in which items associated with neighbouring nodes of the grid are characterized by15

similar patterns/properties, which facilitates the perception of structures inherent to the
data. Further, patterns that occur more frequently in the input space are mapped onto
a larger area. Additionally, the final reference vectors form a discrete approximation of
the input data distribution such that a SOM can be seen as a discrete approximation of
principal curves (Kaski, 1997; Haykin, 1999). Consequently, depending on the scope20

of its application, SOM can be used to disclose the clustering structure of the data, or
be interpreted as a dimensionality reduction or data compression method.

Finally, the SOM also allows projection of an input data item y that has not been part
of the training data onto the output space. This means that according to Eq. (10) the
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neuron c(y) with reference vector mc(y) is determined for which∥∥y−mc(y)

∥∥=min
i

{‖y−mi‖} . (12)

Neuron c(y) then represents the domain of input data patterns from X that is most
similar to y. In turn, the data items xc∈X which are attributed to c are those among
the training data items that are most similar to y with respect to the criterion given by5

Eqs. (9) and (14).

2.4 Data preparation and training

In this work, the five aforementioned Signature Indices were computed for each of the
4000 model output time series obtained with NASIM as described in Sect. 2.1 and 2.2.
Each Signature Index was normalized to a value having zero mean and variance of10

one using the linear transformation

x′=(x−x̄)
/
σx (13)

so that high index values do not exert a disproportionate influence on the training via
Eq. (9). The number of neurons, i.e. map units, was determined using the heuristic
equation m=5

√
N where N=4000 is the total number of data items in X . The side15

lengths of the map are calculated based on the ratio of the two biggest eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix of X (Vesanto et al., 2000). The training was conducted in
two consecutive steps. First, a coarse training period of 500 iterations was performed,
using a large radius for the neighbourhood function. Subsequently a fine tuning period
comprising 10 000 training cycles was performed using a small neighbourhood radius.20

A hexagonal grid was chosen to help preserve proper topologic relationships. A simple
measure of the “quality” of the map is the “quantization error” (Vesanto, 2000c), which
represents the average distance of each data vector xp to its corresponding BMU mc(p),
calculated as:

d̄=
1
N

N∑
p=1

∥∥xp−mc(p)

∥∥ (14)25
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where N is the total number of data items X used for training, and p is the index value
of the data items.

According to Eqs. (1)–(5) the Signature Index values associated with the time series
of observed discharges Qobs maps as y=[0 0 0 0 0]T into the Signature Index space.
Using Eqs. (14) and (15) the map element c(y) and its related data items xc were5

determined that correspond to y. We will refer to c(y) as the “best-matching unit”
(BMU) of the observed data.

As an independent reference point for this result, we used the Shuffled Complex Evo-
lution optimization algorithm (Duan et al., 1992) to find a model realization (parameter
set) that minimizes the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the simulated discharge10

time series. The SCE algorithm was run with 5 complexes (5 points each) and a max-
imum of 10 000 iterations. For successful termination a change of less than 0.05% of
the RMSE in three consecutive loops was imposed.

As a further reference point we conducted an SOM training according to Herbst and
Casper (2008), using the discharge time series from the Monte-Carlo simulation as15

training data. The pre-processing was carried out similarly, applying the abovemen-
tioned transformation Eq. (15) to each time step of the training data set. For further
details regarding this training please see Herbst and Casper (2008).

3 Results

3.1 Properties of the map20

The resulting map of Signature Indices consists of 25×13=325 neurons, a number con-
siderably smaller than the total number of data items used for training. Consequently,
every neuron represents a set of simulation runs and their respective Signature Index
patterns. As the reference vectors of the map are readily accessible, the properties
of the individual nodes, with regard to their Signature Index characteristics, can be25

evaluated: The de-normalized reference vectors represent the “prototype patterns” by
which the individual neurons are activated. Further, we take advantage of the fact that
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the input data items attributed to each neuron via the training are referenced. Because
each input data item is linked to a parameter set and its resulting simulated time series,
the neurons of the map can be evaluated with respect to the model parameters and
the properties of the time series.

In Fig. 1 the Signature properties of the reference vectors are visualized using com-5

ponent planes, i.e. by means of congruent, colour coded subplots that display the dis-
tribution of each reference vector component (i.e. each Signature Index) separately.
Note that in each plot the colours are scaled individually. These distributions represent
the Signature Index pattern of the Monte-Carlo model realizations. Figure 1 also high-
lights the trade-offs between different Signature Indices and therefore reveals which10

capabilities in reproducing the characteristics of the measured time series are mutually
exclusive. To accentuate the location of individual Signature Index optima on the map
Fig. 2 shows the component planes rescaled according to normalized absolute values
of the reference vectors. Here, it becomes evident that the model optima, with respect
to the Signature Indices, are in part mutually exclusive. Figure 3 further summarizes the15

characteristics of the reference vectors: here the Signature Indices of each reference
vector are presented as bar-plots where each of the five color-coded bars corresponds
to one of the Signature Indices. Note that the bars are individually scaled over the
pertinent range of each Signature Index such that the topmost position of each bar
marks its absolute maximum and vice versa. From Fig. 3 it can easily be discerned20

that the model realizations for which all Index values are closest to zero are projected
to the neurons located around the left lower third of the map. (The location of the BMU
according to Sect. 2.4 will be determined in the following section). The lower and lower
right region of the map is dominated by model realizations with negative Index values
regarding % BiasFDC and % BiasFHV which gradually switch over to positive values25

towards the upper left segment of the map. It is evident from Figs. 1 and 3 that the SOM
provides a smooth mapping of the Signature Index properties such that neighbouring
locations on the map bear similar characteristics with respect to the Signature Indices.
The simulations that are represented by the neurons located in the upper left corner
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of the map (e.g. node 53 in Fig. 3) show positive values of % BiasRR, % BiasFDCm
and % BiasFHV while at the same time the values of % BiasFLV and % BiasFMM are
among the lowest of the training data set. The hydrograph- and exceedance proba-
bility plots in Fig. 4a and b confirm that such Signature characteristics are indicative
of model realizations with runoff components that react predominantly faster than the5

measured discharge time series whereas the quick recession of flow translates into
volume errors in the intermediate flow components (i.e. higher and narrower flow hy-
drographs following storm events). Additionally, the positive deviation in overall water
balance compared to the measured streamflow (i.e. high % BiasRR) combined with
underestimation of low-flow volume corroborates that, on average, too much volume of10

flow is allocated to peak discharges. Note that the barplots as well as the component
planes (Fig. 1) represent the relative scale of the Signature Indices.

Model realizations projected onto a neuron in the lower left part of the map (e.g.
node 74 in Fig. 3), on the other hand, display a very different behaviour, as exemplified
in Fig. 4c and d: From the combination of negative % BiasFDCm and % BiasFHV15

in conjunction with positive % BiasFLV and close to zero % BiasRR, it immediately
becomes comprehensible that these simulations are marked by overall underestimation
of peak flows, delayed recession of flow and overestimation of volume in the low flow
component.

We further calculated the mean values of each model parameter of the simulations20

that have been attributed to the individual map elements: Fig. 5 shows the distribu-
tion of the model parameter values that correspond to the Signature Indices given in
Figs. 1 and 2. Here, conformities or similarities with the patterns of Fig. 1 will point
at high correlations between parameter values and Signature Indices. Because the
Signature Indices represent meaningful hydrological characteristics, these figures in-25

directly reveal the function of each parameter in the hydrological context. (Notice that
in each lattice the positions of the neurons remain identical). Comparing the patterns
of Signature Indices and parameter values over the map suggests that the parameter
maxInf (=“max. infiltration rate”) predominantly exerts a high influence on the runoff
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bias % BiasRR. Likewise, parameter RetInf obviously controls the velocity of the runoff
reaction, i.e. the vertical distribution of flow components, and the volumina allocated
to high flows as can be observed by the good correspondence with the pattern of
% BiasFDCm and % BiasFHV. The parameters RetOf, StFFRet and vL on the other
hand display an irregular, “noisy” pattern in the distribution of parameter values over5

the map which does not correspond to any of the patterns present in the Signature
Indices. Parameter hL shows the same irregular pattern over wide parts of the map but
also presents isolated areas where the parameter values seem to be closely related
to the ordered structure of the map (whose structure is governed by Signature Index
properties). The aforementioned results lead us to infer that this pattern is likely to be10

indicative of partial parameter sensitivity, i.e. parameter interaction involving threshold
behaviour. The pattern displayed by RetOf, StFFRet and vL, on the other hand, can
only be explained if changes made to these parameters either did not relate to any of
the Signature Indices or if the effect of these parameters were strongly tied to other
parameter values in a highly nonlinear way.15

Finally, we compare the ordering principle of the time series map computed by Herbst
and Casper (2008) to the current map based on Signature Indices. For the former case,
the mean values of the individual Signature Indices are calculated over the sets of time
series that are projected onto each neuron of the map. Similar to the component plane
visualization in Fig. 1 these mean Signature values are subsequently used to colour the20

map (Fig. 6a). Accordingly, the mean values of the Signature Indices are determined
for the neurons of the Signature Index map in order to allow for proper comparability
(Fig. 6b). (Note that the de-normalized reference vectors only refer to the properties
of the neuron which are acquired during the training, whereas the element-wise mean
values of the data items refer to the properties of the data which is projected onto25

these neurons.) In Fig. 6 it is clearly noticeable that the arrangement of the data items
on both maps agree very well with respect to % BiasFDC, % BiasFMM and, to some
extent, % BiasFHV. The components % BiasRR and % BiasFLV show almost identical
patterns on both maps, which however are inversely arranged in each case.
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3.2 Projection of measured discharge time series onto the map

In Fig. 3 we also mark the location of the BMU of Qobs which was determined accord-
ing to Sect. 2.4. Figure 3 shows that the BMU identifies a neuron with a reference vector
that represents a compromise in minimizing all Signature Indices. In the following, we
will further examine the model-realizations which are attributed to the BMU by virtue of5

the training process: Fig. 7a shows the 9 hydrographs retrieved from the BMU of the
SOM training on Signature Indices along with the observed time series and the enve-
lope of the entire Monte-Carlo data set. As can be seen, these hydrographs comprise
rather similar model realizations, compared to the total range of Monte-Carlo simula-
tions. In contrast, Fig. 7b shows the 7 time series obtained from identifying the BMU on10

a SOM that was trained on the entire time series of the model outputs (as per Herbst
and Casper, 2008), without previously converting them to Signature Indices. Finally,
Fig. 7c offers a comparison with the result obtained from minimizing the RMSE using
SCE-UA (Duan et al., 1992). The time series that result from the training on Signature
Indices are not as densely bundled within the total range of Monte-Carlo simulations15

than their counterparts from Fig. 7b. However, they offer a close approximation to the
observed time series, which according to visual examination of the data appears to
outperform the SCE-UA algorithm, at least during peak discharges. We further sub-
ject these results to a closer examination and also compare the flow duration curves
that correspond to the BMU simulations of both training types to the SCE-optimized20

model and the observed discharges (Fig. 8). Within the range of the available Monte-
Carlo output, the model realizations that correspond to the BMU of the SOM trained on
Signature Indices (Fig. 8a) yield a rather close approximation to the flow exceedance
probability characteristics of the measured data, with the exception of the low flows.
The same holds true for the results obtained from the training on time series. The most25

notable differences regarding the flow duration curves affect the exceedance probabil-
ity range between 10 and 20%, where the training on time series leads to better results,
and all values below 2% exceedance probability, where the realizations obtained from
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the Signature Index trained SOM perform slightly better.
With respect to the BMU it is further insightful to inspect the quantization error, calcu-

lated after Eq. (16), in order to get a rough measure on the quality of the BMU estimate:
The average quantization error of the Signature Index map is 0.31, whereas the dis-
tance ‖xc−mc‖ for the BMU of Qobs on this map amounts to 1.1. This means that, in5

terms of the Signature Indices, the average distances between the model simulations
and their corresponding BMU are not very much smaller compared to the dissimilarity
between the reference vector of the BMU and the observed discharges. Consequently
the observed discharge time series cannot be exceedingly different from the time series
of the training data set and shows good correspondence with its BMU. Comparing the10

Signature Index ranges of the model realizations projected to this BMU to the ranges
of the entire Monte-Carlo data set (Fig. 9) the similarity of the simulations on this node,
in terms of Signature Indices, as well as the compromise involved with minimizing the
Signature Indices by identifying the BMU becomes visible. For all models the range
of variation in overall water balance (% BiasRR) appears to be almost negligible when15

compared to the ranges of the remaining Signature Indices. The Signature Indices
calculated for the simulations attributed to the BMU of the SOM trained on time series,
on the other hand, also show only moderate variation. Marked differences in the be-
haviour of these simulations, however, can be stated regarding the percent error in the
FDC low-segment volume % BiasFLV.20

In Fig. 10 the normalized range of parameter values retrieved from the BMUs of the
SOM trained on Signature Indices and the SOM trained on time series are shown.
Here, it can be seen that in the first case identifying the BMU only leads to strongly
constrained parameters regarding RetInf and maxInf, albeit their corresponding means
are somewhat different. As expected, these findings correspond well to the arrange-25

ment of parameter values on the map in Fig. 5, where only RetInf and maxInf display an
entirely ordered pattern. The parameters RetBasis and hL, on the other hand only ap-
pear to be constrained for the realizations obtained from the time series trained SOM.
This finding can most likely be explained with the parameter ranges being linked to the
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location of the BMU, which in case of parameter hL coincides with a map region that
lacks an orderly pattern with respect to the parameter values. The corresponding po-
sition of the BMU for the training on time series obviously falls into a map region where
this is not the case and consequently its range in Fig. 10 is narrowly constrained.

4 Discussion and conclusions5

The abovementioned results of our study are the product of two combined approaches:
The Signature Measures serve to extract information from model time series data and,
at the same time, considerably reduce the amount of data to be dealt with within the
SOM algorithm. Gupta et al. (2008) and Yilmaz et al. (2008) argue the hydrological
relevance and diagnostic value of such information for tracking inadequacies in water-10

shed models and for guiding appropriate model improvements. By using the measures
presented in Sect. 2.2, each time series is projected into a five-dimensional Signature
Index Space. The underlying assumptions of our study, common to many multi-criteria
evaluations, are that the Signature Indices are equally relevant and that the model
is capable of reproducing the Signature Index spaces. The role of the Self-Organizing15

Map, in the second step of our approach, is to produce a discretized (and consequently
data-compressed) mapping of the distribution in the Signature Index space onto a two-
dimensional plane such that the patterns of hydrologically relevant information from a
great number of model realizations can be conveyed in a comprehensive manner. In
addition, the distribution of hydrologically relevant model properties is also linked to20

the corresponding parameter space that produced the model time series. The differ-
ence to the approach by Herbst and Casper (2008) lies in processing the raw time
series data into informative indicators of hydrological model behaviour. Because in this
step the number of elements in each data item is reduced from several thousand time
steps to 5 Signature Indices the dimensionality and thus the computational burden of25

training the Self-Organizing Map has been shrunk immensely such that 10 000 training
cycles can now be completed in several minutes instead of requiring several days (all
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computations have been carried out on a 2×Dual-Core Opteron™ Server running at
2.59 GHz).

The high degree of correspondence in Signature patterns on both SOMs shown in
Fig. 6 clearly suggests that the Signature Indices have been successfully extracted
and have reproduced relevant parts of the information contained in the simulated time5

series. This, in a sense, points at a high degree of equivalence regarding the dis-
criminatory power of the two SOM approaches and underscores the efficiency of using
Signature Indices for SOM training on model output data. As some of the Signature
Indices are derived from the flow exceedance probability curve it goes without saying
that, despite their diagnostic value, not all Signature Indices are completely indepen-10

dent. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the way these measures covary
for a given set of simulations can reveal much about the behaviour of the model. Most
notably, model deficits and trade-offs in representing different watershed functions can
immediately be visualized using adequate techniques for reproducing the SOM.

Herbst and Casper (2008) have already shown that preliminary information on pa-15

rameter sensitivities can be provided by training a SOM on model output data. Using
the SOM in conjunction with Signature Indices additionally allows us to interpret the
function of individual model parameters in the context of hydrological theory even when
completely ignoring the model structure.

The results from Sect. 3.1 have shown that the ability of a SOM to process and vi-20

sualize multidimensional data can be exploited successfully for comprehending model
behaviour in the hydrological context. Therefore, the SOM approach presented in this
contribution also potentially constitutes a valuable tool for decision makers in as much
as model realizations with specific Signature properties can be selected according to
the purpose of the model application (an example is given in Fig. 4).25

Furthermore, in an way analogous to Herbst and Casper (2008), the measured dis-
charge time series has been projected onto the SOM. Because a model is generally
not capable of perfectly reproducing all aspects of the observed data, a quantization
error of 1.1 for the BMU of the measured discharge time series appears to be accept-
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able compared to the average quantization error of the map. Note that a comparison
between the average quantization errors achieved with the Signature Index SOM and
the SOM trained on time series is not very meaningful due to extremely different di-
mensionalities of the input data spaces. The results given in Sect. 3.2 indicate that
using the Signature Indices has positive effects on the way the SOM can be used5

to discriminate between different model realizations which consequently bring about
improvements regarding the use of the SOM to identify the model results which most
closely approximate a given time series. These improvements are probably attributable
to the fact that using a set of Signature Indices for the SOM training (theoretically) at-
tributes equal weights to the individual characteristics considered by them. When train-10

ing on time series, however, the influence of particular events (e.g. high flow periods)
on the SOM training is proportional to their frequency in the data. Thus, although only
4000 model simulations were available, the selection of the “optimal” models on the
basis of a SOM trained on Signature Indices was sufficiently effective (and efficient)
that, based on visual examination, the optimization using SCE-UA is outperformed. Of15

course, as only 4000 model realizations were used, the parameter space was quite
sparsely sampled, and adding more data items to the training data set could easily
help to refine these results. Because, in a general sense, a SOM can be understood
as a means for capturing and analyzing multi-dimensional distributions it seems to be
well suited for use in model identification and model uncertainty analysis. Based on20

the aforementioned results we suggest that the present SOM approach may constitute
an initial step towards an alternative framework for model analysis and optimization.
Further research could therefore, among other topics, be dedicated towards finding ef-
ficient re-sampling strategies to explore the parameter space. As to the aspect of using
the SOM for multi-criteria optimization, it should be borne in mind that determining the25

BMU of the measured time series is equivalent to converting a multi-objective optimiza-
tion to a single-criterion problem by means of weighting the objective function (Zadeh,
1963; Madsen, 2003). This might be of importance in cases where the multi-criteria
Pareto front is non-convex; i.e. in general finding the BMU might not provide a genuine
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multi-criteria solution.
The Signature Indices used here by no means make a claim to completely cover all

relevant information contained in the data and a series of other hydrological Signatures
are easily imaginable, such as e.g. measures related to the representation of the snow
cover or the height and timing of peak discharges. Just as little is known concerning5

the requirements of a “parsimonious” description of model behaviour/excluding redun-
dant information on model behaviour. Therefore, further research on the development
of SOM-based applications in the field of hydrological modelling will inevitably be con-
fronted with the question of what constitutes a sufficient and informative metric/set of
Signature Measures and the question concerning the number of neurons required to10

describe the behaviour of a model. This again leads to the more general problems of
time series data mining. Defining and identifying the information content of the data
constitutes the key towards a more meaningful and precise application of SOM and all
other frameworks for the evaluation and analysis of hydrological models.
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Table 1. NASIM model parameters of the Monte-Carlo simulation with their respective param-
eter bounds.

Name Description Lower Bound Upper Bound

RetBasis Storage coefficient for baseflow component 0.5 3.5
RetInf Storage coefficient for interflow component 2.0 6.0
RetOf Storage coefficient for surface runoff

from unsealed surfaces 2.0 6.0
StFFRet Storage coefficient for surface runoff

from urban areas 2.0 6.0
hL Horizontal hydraulic conductivity factor 2.0 8.0
maxInf Maximum infiltration factor 0.025 1.025
vL Vertical hydraulic conductivity factor 0.005 0.105
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Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of reference vector Signature properties and (b) mean values of Signa-
ture Indices for the simulations projected onto the map. Note that in each plot the colours are
scaled individually.
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Fig. 2. Component planes of the SOM rescaled according to the normalized absolute values
of the reference vectors clearly highlight the locations of individual Signature Index optima on
the map.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of Signature Index properties on the map displayed as bar-plots and the location of the
best-matching unit (BMU) on the map. The bars are individually scaled over the range of each Signature Index such
that the topmost position of each bar marks its absolute maximum and vice versa. Details on properties of the model
realizations projected onto node 53 and 74 are exemplified in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Examples for Signature Index properties on different locations of the map (see Fig. 3):
Comparison of hydrographs and flow duration curves for the observed discharge and the model
realizations projected onto each of the two nodes.
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Fig. 5. Mean values of each model parameter for the simulations projected onto the individual
map elements.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of SOM trained on simulated discharge time series (a) and the SOM trained on Signature Indices
(b) by means of Signature Index mean values for the simulations which are attributed to each node. The black dot
indicates the position of the BMU of the measured discharge time series.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of model realizations for the BMU corresponding to the observed discharge
time series. (a) The results of the SOM training on Signature Indices are contrasted to (b) the
training on entire time series vectors and (c) the solution obtained by minimizing the RMSE
using SCE-UA.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of flow duration curves for simulations attributed to the BMU.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of individual Signature Index ranges for the BMU-realizations correspond-
ing to the SOM training on Signature Indices and the training on time series.
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Fig. 10. Normalized ranges of parameter values retrieved from the BMUs of the SOM trained
on Signature Indices and the SOM trained on time series.
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